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Experimental evidence of Zb
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 Zb(10610):
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 Decay modes:
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 Many decay channels:

 challenging with Lüscher formalism



Static approximation

 Static b̄ and b are at fixed positions at the distance r



 Extract eigen-energies En(r) as a function of r

 are needed for BO effective Lagrangian

 yesterdays talk by N. Brambilla: "Effective Field Theories and Lattice QCD for the XYZ frontier"

 Studies done this way:



z

Quantum numbers in static approximation

Figure adapted from yesterdays talk by N. Brambilla: "Effective 
Field Theories and Lattice QCD for the XYZ frontier"

 - z-component of the angular momentum of the light degrees 
of freedom

 - combined parity and charge conjugation

 - reflection over the yz-plane



Procedure





 ,



 smaller L gives less 
populated spectrum



 281 configurations

 Dynamical Wilson-clover u/d 
quarks

 A. Hasenfratz et al., PRD 
78, 054511 (2008)

Lattice ensemble

Extract eigen-energies En(r)

Check which operator 
dominates the eigenstate 
with overlaps



Compare En(r) with the non-
interacting energies En.i.



CP=+1, ϵ=+1





Comparison

CP=+1, ϵ=+1, present work

CP=-1, ϵ=-1 from 

 Conclusions from this study:
 for small r dominated eigenstate has energy below the 

non-interacting energy En.i.

 attractive static potential
 bound state below threshold

 No attractive static potential



CP=+1, ϵ=-1





CP=-1, ϵ=+1





Conclusions

 We extracted eigen-energies En(r) for the system 
bb̄qq̄ where b̄ and b are static and consider different 
quantum numbers:
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